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ABSTRACT: Serbia’s government, led by Aleksandar Vučić, has in scholarship been 
classified as semi-authoritarian, using Marina Ottaway’s classification. Its media have 
also been described as being in heavy, biased support of the government. Scholarship 
has further revealed that the Vučić-led, post-2012 government, has thrown the coun-
try backwards in time, with corruption and affairs being the primary instance by which 
the regime can be described. Expectedly, the response of the government and the gov-
ernment-supporting media to the COVID-19 pandemic has been less than profession-
al. The initial response included official government press conferences in which the 
novel coronavirus was deemed to be ’funny’ and that, in the middle of the pandemic 
explosion and increased deathrate in Italy, Serbia’s population was advised to go to It-
aly for ’shopping’. The media furthermore tried to pin the pandemic to Serbia’s oppo-
sition alleged attempts to topple the government via ’coronavirus propaganda’. This 
article proposes to tackle the government’s and their supporting media’s responses to 
COVID-19 in February/March 2019 from a Discourse Analytical perspective.
KEYWODDS: Serbia, Aleksandar Vučić, COVID-19, Discourse Analysis, coronavirus, 
pandemic
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INTRODUCTION
As of the moment of the writing of this paper, the COVID-19, somewhat unspecifically 
referred to as the “coronavirus”,1 has ramped up over 700,000 cases and over 33,000 
confirmed deaths globally. Since its outbreak in the Wuhan province of the People’s 
Republic of China, it has spread globally and morphed into a pandemic, with Europe’s 
Italy, Spain, and Germany becoming the new focus of the disease. With the global 
nature of the infection, and with the planet boasting somewhat over 200 sovereign 
states, the states’ individual responses were bound to differ. 
The Serbian government, led by PM-cum-president, Aleksandar Vučić, notorious 
for his warmongering during the 1990s and for being a high-ranking member of the 
government of Slobodan Milošević (the Minister of Information, 1998-99), has had a 
poor response to the looming epidemic within the country. There were official talks 
about COVID-10 being “the funniest virus ever“ and that people should “go to shop-
ping in Italy“ while people were dying there due to the failing health system. To put 
the issue in perspective, the Serbian government was far from the only one in which 
politicians of the highest rank were guilty of malfeasance, having reacted either poor-
ly, with lack of knowledge or preparation, or simply boasting preposterous claims. 
Brasil’s Bolsonaro initially dismissed the virus as a “fantasy” and “trick”, later claim-
ing that he would “not feel anything” should he be infected (Phillips 2020); in the 
USA, “Trump has undermined his administration’s own efforts to fight the corona-
virus outbreak — resisting attempts to plan for worst-case scenarios, overturning a 
public-health plan upon request from political allies and repeating only the warnings 
that he chose to hear” (Diamond 2020); Boris Johnson “joked that the initiative to 
build more ventilators could be known as ‘Operation Last Gasp’” (Paton 2020), after 
himself contracting the virus.
The situation begs for numerous analysis, from public health initiatives, via gov-
ernance, to public policy, and many more. We have chosen to tackle the Serbian gov-
ernment’s (and the government-supporting media’s) response to the upcoming epi-
demic from the point of view of rhetoric. The questions we are asking, based on the 
investigation of discursive practices (Aydın-Düzgit 2016), are the following: How is the 
virus/pandemic named and referred to? What characteristics are attributed to it? How 
did the abovementioned changed over time? By means of what kind of argumentation 
is the rhetoric around COVID-19 presented? What metadiscursive elements figure as 
most relevant within the presented narrative?
Prior to the tackling of the discourse itself, it is of some necessity to present the so-
cio-political context in which Serbia locates itself at the beginning of the third decade 
of the 20th century.
SERBIA IN CONTEXT
Since the coming into power of the Serbian Progressive Party (Srpska napredna stran-
1 Formally, the “coronavirus” designation refers to the whole family of coronaviridae, discovered already 
in 1965, the novel COVID-19 being the disease that the novel coronavirus causes.
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ka, progressive only in name) in 2012 and the consequent meteoric rise of Aleksandar 
Vučič, Serbia has seen deterioration in almost all fields of governance and socio-po-
litical life, from the economic, via public health, to a significant increase in corrup-
tion (Jovanović 2018b). Though tackled seldom within the contemporary academia, 
the works that have been produced on the topic of Vučić’s Serbia have classified it as 
semi-authoritarian (Radeljić 2019), based on Marina Ottaway’s theoretical assump-
tions (Ottaway 2013). V-Dem (v-dem.net) has but recently published their analyses on 
states that have seen the largest increase in their degrees of authoritarianism; togeth-
er with Hungary, Turkey, Brasil, Poland, and India, Serbia has found its place at the top 
six fledgling autocratic regimes (Avakumović 2020). 
Year by year after the fateful 2012 elections, Serbia has been increasingly plagued 
by an as of yet unending row of affairs produced by the very top of the government, 
some of them of a criminal nature, some of them simply peculiar, for the lack of other 
words (Jovanović 2018b). From the secretive destruction of parts of Belgrade in order 
to commence the building of the Belgrade Waterfront project (done under shady cir-
cumstances, with one person dying after having confronted masked thugs) that turned 
out to be a money-laundering fence for the sales of arms into the UAE (Đurđević 2019, 
N1 2019, Telesković 2019) to the invented attempts on the life of Aleksandar Vučić 
(Alo! 2017, Informer 2016), the concept of the affair became synonymous with his re-
gime. Most notoriously, the Vučić regime became known for an almost utter deference 
to the Party, where high-ranking official positions, up to the level of the Minister, were 
relegated to people with poor or no skills whatsoever, or with people with criminal 
backgrounds. The Minister of Defense, Aleksandar Vulin, has never served in the army 
(N1 2017); the Minister of Health was known under the moniker „dr. Death“ due to 
his connections with criminal clans (Popović 2017). To hide its low productivity and 
poor success rate in urban development, the government was known to formally open 
elevators in the home for the elderly, with the cutting of the red cord (Leskovac and 
Špero 2015). All of these examples are barely even scratching the surface of the regime 
of Aleksandar Vučić.
Additionally, the freedom of the press, including the freedom of speech, have seen 
drastic diminishing during Vučić’s reign, as testified by Freedom House (Freedom-
House 2016, Freedomhouse 2019). As it turned out, Vučić’s regime was judged to draw 
vast amounts of power and influence through the government-supporting media, such 
as the tabloids Informer, Alo!, or the Pink television. Within these media, as research 
has shown, Vučić was and is presented as the savior of the country, an Ubermensch 
who is under constant attack by known and unknown forces (Jovanović 2018a). Simi-
larly, the abovementioned government-supporting media have campaigned tirelessly 
to smear his opposition, presenting a narrative in which they are seen as drug addicts, 
maniacs, supporting of lynching, rape, and violence, and much more (Jovanović 2019). 
Vučić himself became known for continuously and iteratively appearing in the media 
(except the few free media that still exist), wherein he developed a specific style of 
speech, tackled by Nemanja Rujević of Deutsche Welle. Vučić, in his speech, commonly 
talks about himself, with dramatic breaks, sighs, occasional shouting, and a general 
dramatic tone to his messages; he criticizes those who oppose, with constant com-
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plaining (Rujević 2017).
Having in mind such a government led by such a person, the question poses itself: 
are the same discursive modi operandi used when tackling the COVID-19 pandemic? 
What are the characteristics of the COVID-19 discourse in 2020?
GOVERNMENT AND MEDIA DISCOURSE
As COVID-19 reached Europe, it was visibly obvious that Serbia had been woefully 
unprepared for the outbreak. On February 26, a press conference was held by the gov-
ernment, in which all the callousness and lack of competence surfaced for everybody 
to be seen. It was presented to the public that “complete preventive measures” have 
been taken “up to the tiniest of details”, that there “would be no problems whatsoev-
er”, that the virus was “something much weaker than the common flu”, and that “in 
two to three days, we are going to be completely prepared. Completely”. There was 
furthermore “no reason for great concern”. President Vučić opined that the Minister 
of Health told him that “medical alcohol kills the virus completely” and that he (Vučić) 
“found a reason to drink a shot per day”. Serbia would not close its borders, and that 
everything would go on as normal, “people should go to stadiums normally, to halls, 
lead their lives normally” (Marković 2020b).
During the same press conference, another fairly new public figure emerged, one dr. 
Vladimir Nestorović, known formerly only as an antivaxxer, as well as a person who 
(sic!) claimed that blue and green-eyed people were aliens (TV 2019). He proclaimed, 
on behalf of the Government of the Republic of Serbia, that he “could not believe that 
the people who have lived through sanctions, bombing, all kinds of mistreatment, 
would be afraid of the funniest virus in the history of mankind ... I was against even 
ordering masks and tests. I think that would be entirely senseless, look, if we had no 
tests, we would not even know that there was an epidemic” (Marković 2020b:16). He 
further opined that “oestrogen definitely protects women ... they hardly even die from 
this virus. So, when it comes to women, feel free to go shopping in Italy, I hear they 
are going to have great discounts there”. While during the first part of his speech Vučić 
was smiling, at this point, he was laughing and visibly shaking.
The first answers to the research questions posed – how was the virus referred to 
– is by now already clear. A narrative was presented, strengthened by the fact that sev-
eral pundits, including the president himself, were there no confirm it in officialdom, 
that the virus was “laughable”, a “joke”. In other words, the narrative was playing the 
gravity of the situation down, at the time when people in Italy were already dying and 
the Italian epidemic has reached horrendous levels, with triage leaving hexagenarians 
and the older to die (Parodi, Aloisi and Barbaglia 202). Entering somewhat in multi-
modal discourse analysis mode, here we have to include so called “behavioral pro-
cesses” in discourse, ones that “refer to physiological and psychological behavior such 
as breathing, coughing, smiling, laughing, crying, staring, and dreaming, etc” (Wang 
2010:255). This is in regard to the President first smiling, then laughing at the critical 
situation that he and his pundits presented discursively as jovial, funny, laughable. 
His visible fits of laughter further strengthened the presented jocund, convivial rhet-
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oric of the Republic of Serbia in its official announcement.
The discourse soon broke into chaotic bits and pieces, as the soon-to-be daily press 
conferences now presented random, incongruent bits of information. It was, namely, 
unknown how many respirators were available in the public health system. The Clinic 
for Infectious and Tropical Diseases in Belgrade, for instance, boasted a sum total of 
ten; a number that could not withstand even a percentage of the potentially ill (tens of 
thousands would be needed). As Marković reported, the Prime Minister, Ana Brnabić, 
first stated that their number was a state secret, even though it could by no means be 
such according to state law, after which Vučić proclaimed that he would be “to blame 
for not allowing it to be publicly known”, as he said, he “wanted to present the figure 
as lower in order to be able to procure more”; admitting to deception and presenting 
himself in a positive light. He then opined that there was “1008 respirators” and that 
it should be “enough”, after which he immediately said that he would be asking for 500 
more, even though he said that the number present would suffice. Then he mentioned 
he was procuring them personally, in the “economic gray zone”, and that that he man-
aged to get “50 more”, “so you can shoot me when this is all over, I will not tell you how 
I got them”. After that, he again stated that the number would in the future be a state 
secret (Marković 2020b). Vučić, furthermore, once having returned from a conference 
in New York where two people tested positive, refused to take the test, saying that 
the opposition wants him quarantined so that they could win the upcoming elections 
(Drčelić 2020).
There is much to unpack here. Due to the (even admitted) deception in public dis-
course by the highest levels of government, it would be wise to draw upon Galasinski’s 
magnum opus about discourses of deception (Galasinski 2000), which underlines that 
the study has been conducted under the premises that the deception is intentional. 
Borrowing from Puzynina (Puzynina 1992), he defines deception as “an attempt to 
affect the target in such a way that her or his behavior/action is an instrument of 
attaining the goals of the manipulator, who acts without using force but in such a 
way that the target does not know the goal of the manipulator’s action” (Galasinski 
2000:21). Deceiving the public by presenting a hectic pastiche of contradictory evi-
dence would go well in presenting the government as facing a tough adversary, which 
has so far figured heavily in the deception tactics used by the government-support-
ing media (Jovanović 2018c). Furthermore, and also in agreement with the deceptive 
tactics used before, this discursive strategy sends the message that Vučić himself is 
suffering in order to help his people; after all, he is personally procuring respirators by 
putting himself at risk for not going through official, state channels. Where the gov-
ernment omits necessary data is also tackled by Galasinski, who calls it deception by 
omission (Galasinski 2000:22). Together, the discourse presented can be best classified 
into the drawer of so-called “half-truths”, that fall under the categories of “exaggera-
tion, minimization, or equivocation” (Galasinski 2000:23), also classified as distortions 
(Galasinski 2000:42). At first, the narrative was minimized when the virus was pre-
sented as “laughable”. Direct deception was attempted when Vučić spoke that nobody 
called it such, after which equivocation took precedence when the press conferences 
started spewing out contradictory and confusing bits of information. As Galasinski 
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noted, deceptive messages often include “inadvertent behaviors divulging the decep-
tive intent” (Galasinski 2000:27), thus the incongruous messages during the respira-
tor-based press conference.
Where does that leave us with the third pillar of half-truths, exaggeration? As it 
turns out, it is within the realm of the rhetoric against the opposition, as well as the 
discourse of the government-supporting media. During the press conference, Vučić 
managed to accuse the opposition of “killing 137 people in 2009 during the swine flu 
epidemic” (Marković 2020b:18). Note the exaggeration: the opposition (that was in 
power in 2009) did not kill anybody; but some people did die during the swine flu sea-
son. Via the Speech-act of exaggeration, Vučić presented both the opposition in a bad 
light, as well as himself in a good one, being that he is the wall that stands between 
more people dying and the end of the pandemic. This is yet another type of discursive 
strategy of manipulation that Galasinski describes simply as “putting words out of 
context” (Galasinski 2000:38), which was done with the word “kill”. Vučić’s plea to “be 
shot” for procuring “50 more”, without telling the public how exactly that had been 
done, is congruous with him commonly taking the role of the victim; a trope that has 
figured constantly since his coming into power (Jovanović 2018a).
The tabloids known to have been showing unwavering support to the regime of 
Aleksandar Vučić have also contributed to the confusion by publishing untruths. Alo! 
Wondered if religious fasting could contribute to the strengthening of bodily immu-
nity to help in the fight against the virus (Marić 2020), while the Informer chose to 
enter its specific brand of vitriol against the opposition, claiming that there was a “sick 
plan” of the opposition “to release lies about the corona … to postpone the elections 
and topple Vučić?!” (Informer 2020b). This is a direct continuation of the vehement 
rhetoric against the opposition that is seen in tabloids such as the Informer or Alo!, 
who are known to have used many a means to smear the opposition, especially after 
the beginning of the late 2018 statewide protests against the Vučić regime (Jovanović 
2019). The media further opined that the World Health Organization was “in deal with 
the pharmacomafia” to make “the coronavirus hoax of the century” (Marković 2020b).
It has been noted that “journalism is typically a discursive re-construction of re-
ality” (Carvalho 2008:164). We are in need of adding a rather important caveat here, 
expanding the abovementioned claim into the realization that low-level journalism is 
(often, though not all the time) an attempt of a discursive re-construction of the per-
ceptions of reality. When a tabloid claims that garlic is an effective means in fighting 
COVID-19, it does not create such a reality; garlic will not become a cure against the 
virus. What it in practice does is construct a perception of reality by the recipient – in 
this case, the believing audience – in which the recipient might believe that garlic is 
a cure.
After the initial press conference, it seemed that the gravity of the situation has 
reached the Vučić regime. The narrative changed completely, as now, instead of ad-
vising the public to go shopping in Italy, Vučić was imploring his auditorium to check 
in with the health services if they were in Milan. When confronted with the fact that 
his experts opined that the virus was “funny”, he burst into anger: “I cannot stand this 
injustice, that people are attacking dr. Nestorović, attacking these people here who 
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are serious and responsible. They say ‘funniest virus’. Do not lie, nobody said this was 
the funniest virus” (Marković 2020b). What we need to have in mind here is that the 
initial press conference was held on the first channel of the Radio Television Serbia, 
the state’s official network that can be seen in almost any household within the state, 
implying that it had heavy coverage and a large audience. The fact that the audience 
knew that the government presented the virus as the “funniest”, coupled with the fact 
that now Vučić was accusing people who claim so of lying, is telling. A conjecture can 
be made – though not proven – that the President has reached such levels of callous-
ness that not even standardized deception (by half-truths and spins) was no longer 
necessary. By feat and declaration, Vučić erased history. This was, to emphasize, done 
by declaration. In linguistics and semantics, declarative discourse is known to possess 
a so-called “assertoric force” (Jary 2011). According to Cicourel, “declarative systems 
of knowledge are viewed as advantageous because they are supposed to receive new 
knowledge without having to develop new rules of inference, yet these same rules 
make it possible to create new inferences” (Cicourel 1985), stemming from Rumelhart 
and Norman’s investigation and inference that said rules are independent of fact (Rum-
elhart, Norman and Anderson 1981). There was an attempt of changing reality to suit 
the speaker, with presumed hope that the audience would comply. 
As the discourse changed, the novel coronavirus suddenly became a dangerous is-
sue. Vučić already on March 12 opined that “Serbia is in an exceptionally complicated 
situation”, as it was hit by a “difficult disease and infection” (Marković 2020b). A state 
of emergency was declared, with martial law prohibiting anybody to go out first after 
20:00, then after 17:00, with people over 65 under an almost total ban of movement, 
allowed only to go shopping between 04:00 and 10:00 in the morning. According to 
the journalist, Zora Drčelić, who has been reporting on the regime’s malfeasance for 
years, “since Vučić made the story about the disease that is rummaging through all of 
the world serious, he has been scolding, begging and imploring citizens do have trust 
in the government, calling for unity and solidarity, whilst not binding himself to any 
of those” (Drčelić 2020). 
The question why the virus would initially be presented as laughable leads to some 
conjecture. As it turned out, the vice-director of the Institute for Public Health “Milan 
Jovanović Batut”, Darija Kisić Tepavčević, proclaimed on national television, in a live 
session, that the first case of COVID-19 was registered on March 1, not on March 6, as 
was part of the official narrative (Danas 2020). What happened in the meantime was 
that on March 4, Aleksandar Vučić amassed tens of thousands of people to sign up for 
support for his electoral list, giving way to the conclusion that the first people who got 
infected were kept under the rug in order to garner electoral support for the April elec-
tions (Marković 2020a). Nevertheless, Kisić Tepavčević then doubled back, and said 
that she made an error when she said that the first case was isolated on March 1(Ned-
eljnik 2020a). It is impossible to conclude whether she really made an initial mistake, 
or if she was perhaps forced into claiming that she did. Be that as it may, scholarship 
has already established that “with very few exceptions, political elites use discourse 
to win a target audience without necessarily attending to one of the basic rules of a 
successful speech act — sincerity” (Balzacq 2005:176).
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That the initial press conference on which the virus was presented as a joke was 
problematic for the regime even after several weeks have passed was seen in the fact 
that parts of the public, by the time of the writing of this article, still have not let the 
issue go, prompting Vučić to keep defending his pundits by late March 2020:
It would be no problem for me to say that someone was wrong. I understand 
the political need of the question, I know many want to know, to see if anyone 
is guilty. Dr. Nestorović is a genius above all. He is extraordinary, it is important 
that people are told that we will fight. He never said for a second that we would 
not fight. Then I said that we were facing a serious crisis, a great responsibility. 
He wanted to encourage people, tell them not to be scared, no one made fun of 
it, and yes, he was optimistic because there were no deaths. We knew there would 
be a black scenario, and that’s when we said it. I understand the need for people 
to always find the culprit. If that’s the solution, it’s my fault. We are the first to 
introduce a state of emergency, curfew, and I am proud of that, said Serbian Pres-
ident Aleksandar Vučić. (Alo 2020)
In the quote above, we see Vučić present the insistence on criticizing Nestorović as 
“political”, presenting his team as being under political attack, in order to evade the 
lack of professionalism and direct accusations leveled against them. The new exagger-
ation about the person who thinks blue-eyed people are aliens is that he is “extraordi-
nary”, a “genius”, as in his narrative, Vučić is surrounded by high-level professionals. 
Setting the “funny” virus aside, the new, somber narrative was still present, as Serbia 
was facing a “serious crisis” and “great responsibility”. Yet again painting a target on 
himself, he “confessed” that all of it was “his fault”, yet it remained unclear what ex-
actly was his fault. Evasion, exaggeration, presenting oneself as a victim: these are 
the crucial moments in Vučić’s discourse that has been present in the public for years 
(Jovanović 2018a, Jovanović 2018c).
In order to even further stress the discursive continuity throughout the rule of Alek-
sandar Vučić, we need to emphasize the vigorous defense of dr. Nestorović. This is yet 
another common instance for President Vučić, who, in the past, defended his collabo-
rators with equal vigor. When high-ranking members of his clique were receiving flak 
from the opposition due to a row of affairs, such as Minister Lončar, former Minister 
Gašić, or former Minister Stefanović, he never let them go, never administered puni-
tive measures, and instead defended them in front of the public unwaveringly (Beta 
2020, Tanjug 2015).
By late March, some weird – for lack of other words – rhetorical choices were used by 
Vučić, who at one time spoke that he was “collecting respirators like a beaver” (Mon-
do 2020), while some “secret agents” were also allegedly involved in procuring them 
(Direktno 2020). Interestingly, he additionally spoke negatively about Serbia’s citizens 
who were returning to Serbia during the pandemic, accusing them of coming back “to 
get medical care for free” (Pešić 2020). The discourse then gradually became one of 
fearmongering and trying to scare one’s audience into submission. Official addresses 
to the citizenry were almost exclusively either led by, or completely taken over by the 
President. Having in mind the scholarship on the issue, we realize that “within any 
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given discourse, various actors seek to assert themselves and their pattern of argu-
mentation and to establish a dominant discourse pattern” (Dunn Cavelty 2013:106); 
coupled with the fact that Vučić has been establishing dominance based on the “ex-
trainstitutional accumulation of power” (Pavićević, in: Milanović Hrašovec 2016) for 
years, this can be said to have been expected. 
After the news set in that the great hall of the Belgrade Fair was turned into an im-
provised hospital – a depressing image reminiscent of a large hospice – Vučić opined 
that he is “glad that the citizens are scared”, adding that he would have to “think up 
something even worse” (Nedeljnik 2020b). A few days later, he spoke that he is “happy 
if he sometimes introduced unrest” (B92 2020). This can be, from a discourse analyti-
cal perspective, understood as a discourse of securitization, wherein “the enunciation 
of security itself creates a new social order wherein ‘normal politics’ is bracketed” 
(Balzacq 2005:171), and security itself becomes the focal point of rhetoric. As Vučić 
spoke, “not even the Lešće graveyard, or the Novo groblje graveyard, or the Central 
graveyard and the graveyard on Bežanijska kosa, will be enough to receive us all”, 
should the elderly not listen to the advice to stay at home (Informer 2020c). The joke 
was by late March fully replaced by fearmongering. A telling timeline can be made by 
juxtaposing several statements by the epidemiologist in charge, Predrag Kon, where, 
from January to March, his statements changed from nonchalance to panic. On 26 Jan-
uary, he spoke that the “risk for Serbia is small, the coronavirus does not transmit rap-
idly” (Tanjug 2020); on February 26, he said that “the coronavirus is a disease that we 
can manage; on 14 March, he opined that he would “quit his job” if the schools should 
get closed due to the virus (Informer 2020d), while already on 21 March he spoke that 
“deathrates were not so large even with SARS” (Informer 2020a). The only difference 
between Vučić’s underling and him is that the callousness, laughter, threats, and the 
like, were mostly reserved for the President.
CONCLUSION
Having in mind the track record of the Vučić regime, with all of its affairs, lack of 
professionalism, public spins and half-truths oft presented to the electorate, the dis-
cursive response to the novel coronavirus can said to have been expected. Serbia’s 
government is nowadays well known to be almost entirely in the hands of Aleksandar 
Vučić, who seldom consults experts (placing loyal pundits instead of experts in posi-
tions of high rank), or even anybody, for that matter. Having surrounded himself by 
yes-men and ignorami, it is also expected that the initial view of the COVID-19 pan-
demic would not be a serious one. According to the psychologist, Radmila Vujić Bo-
jović, “as everything here, so did the corona crisis see itself through a political prism, 
and this is an additional danger for us. Daily politics, calculations about holding the 
elections and political battles should today not be a topic. Here, political calculations 
and political interests are always a topic. And this is the largest risk we have. We have 
certainly lost three weeks from joking to making first radical measures” (Vulić Bojović, 
in: Drčelić 2020:22).
In summa, the official response of the government, as well as by the govern-
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ment-supporting media, was initially a jovial narrative wherein the novel coronavirus 
was presented as funny, a joke, coupled with conspiracy theories within the media, 
due to the increasingly lower and lower level of expertise within both the government 
and its media. After the gravity of the situation was finally been made clear, and after 
weeks of potential preventive measures have been lost, the narrative changed to one 
of danger. This danger was then presented by regular media conferences on which 
mostly Vučić spoke, together with PM Brnabić, Minister of Health Zlatibor Lončar, 
and longtime epidemiologist, Predrag Kon. Vučić’s rhetoric changed to that of fear-
mongering, begging, imploring, and scolding. As preventive and curative measures 
have been taken, by the end of the writing of this article, the COVID-19 peak is yet to 
happen in Serbia.
It is important to stress the continuous following of the topic, not only through 
a discursive lens, but from the point of view of public health and policy as well. It is 
possible to argue that the more authoritarian the state is, or, at the least, the more 
authoritarian the leader is, the larger are the chance that initially, the virus would 
be misrepresented. Concomitantly, the chances of recovering from the pandemic 
will in all probability also be increased with an increase in state authoritarianism. 
As a semi-authoritarian state with a semi-authoritarian ruler, Serbia is not alone in 
misrepresenting the virus, but as well not alone in deploying drastic measures once 
the gravity of the pandemic set in. It is the paradox of authoritarianism that in cases 
such as a pandemic, the more authoritarian and repressive the measures, the greater 
chances of the pandemic wreaking havoc within the state.
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